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YOUR DESKTOP 
MAIL EXTRACTOR

WE VALUE YOUR MAIL

The fast, convenient and secure solution to
open and extract your incoming mail



IM-30 / IM-35
YOUR DESKTOP
MAIL EXTRACTOR

SPECIFICATIONS

Hasler Business Systems

Tel: (011) 787 5959

Fax:(011) 886 2396 

Being ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS
18001 certified, Neopost will serve
you in accordance with the highest

process, quality, environmental, health
and safety standards.

STANDARD FEATURES                       IM-30 IM-35

Large envelope hopper Yes                   Yes
Unique slicing mechanism Yes                   Yes
1,2 or 3 sided opening Yes                   Yes
No scrap paper, dust & sharp edges Yes                   Yes
Pre-programmed jobs Yes                   Yes
Document extraction Yes
Stop counter Yes
Operator adjustible speed Yes                   Yes
Sensor-driven envelope transport Yes
Low noise level Yes                   Yes
Self explanatory display Yes                   Yes
Visual content check Yes
Quick, safe & easy access to paper Yes                   Yes
Compact desktop system Yes                   Yes

ENVELOPES 

Height 85 -175mm         85-175mm
Width 140-260mm        140-260mm
Thickness up to 4mm          up to 4mm
Weight 50-200gsm         50-200gsm

SPEED
Speed 2400 / hour         2000 / hour

DIMENSIONS
Length 996mm               996mm
Depth 564mm               564mm
Height 324mm               324mm
Weight 63kg                   66kg

ELECTRICAL
Power requirements Operates on 240V, 50/60Hz

Incoming mail is very important in any business, 

however it can also be complex and time-consuming. 

Invoices, payments and correspondence arrive daily 

and can easily stack up. Automation of this process 

results in a substantial saving of time so that your mail 

can be distributed earlier. It also reduces the likelihood 

of errors and increases performance.

With a Neopost letter-opening system by your side, you 

can make the process of mail opening simpler and much 

faster. The IM-35 even extracts the content fully automatic.

EASY TO OPERATE

The clear and simple control panel is self-explanatory and applications
can be changed at the touch of a button. The user can concentrate on
the core task: sorting and distributing the incoming mail as fast and as
accurately as possible.

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST?

Neopost is a world leader in mailing and logistics solutions. Our 
innovative solutions bring simplicity and efficiency to your mailing 
process to make your business run better. Neopost brilliant basics 
benefits provide excellence in all our offers, from products to support 
and services. They bring you the best in operational efficiency, mail 
quality and security, budget optimization and online management. 
Whether for advice or support, you enjoy our commitment to supply 
first-class service - on the phone, on site or online. Benefit from 
immediate response times and remote diagnosis at our call centres, 
and fast dispatch of service engineers when needed.

OUTPUT OPTIMISATION

Optional conveyor belts enhance the productivity of the IM-30 
and IM-35: more operators can sort and judge the incoming mail.



1,2 OR 3 SIDED OPENING

EXCLUSIVE SLICING MECHANISM

FULLY AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION

SAVE TIME AND MONEY

STANDARD AND MIXED MAIL

Does your incoming mail vary in envelope size or is it homogeneous?
The IM-30 and IM-35 can easily handle full mixed and standard mail,
without changing any settings. Simply load your envelopes and the
machine automatically feeds and opens the envelopes on one, two or
three sides, or can even extract the contents!

SLICING MECHANISM

An exclusive and patented slicing mechanism slices the envelope open
without cutting anything off. This protects against loosing information
from valuable documents and it eliminates the production of dust and
scrap paper. It also guards against sharp paper edges.
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SIMPLE & EFFICIENT OPENING AND EXTRACTION

The IM-30 and IM-35 are built for efficiency and ease-of-use and are well
within reach of private companies or corporate departments. Neopost
offers you a solution with a small footprint that perfectly fits in an office
environment. It opens hundreds of envelopes in just a few minutes, or 
even extracts the contents for more efficient routing.

PROTECTING YOUR DOCUMENTS

To ensure that none of your important or valuable documents are lost
during extraction, envelopes are sliced on three sides and unfolded for
visual control (standard on IM-35). As an option, an electro-mechanical
document detection with four detectors can be delivered.


